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注意

不是组网和网络规划的设计原则

互联网体系结构和协议的设计原则
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Design Principles

Goals:
 identify, study 

common architectural 
components, protocol 
mechanisms

 what approaches do 
we find in network 
architectures?

 synthesis: big picture

design principles:

 signaling

 hard state versus soft 
state

 randomization

 indirection

 multiplexing

 network virtualization: 
overlays

 design for scale

 layering as optimization 
decomposition
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1: Signaling

 before, during, after connection/call

 call setup and teardown (state)

 call maintenance (state)

measurement, billing (state)

 between:

 end-user <-> network

 end-user <-> end-user

 network element <-> network element

signaling: exchange of messages among network entities  
to enable (provide service) to connection/call
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Examples

 SS7 (Signaling System no. 7): telephone 
network

 Q.2931: ATM

 RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol), SIP 
(Session Initiation Protocol): Internet
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Asynchronous Transfer Mode: ATM

 1990’s/00 standard for high-speed (155Mbps to 
622 Mbps and higher) Broadband Integrated 
Service Digital Network architecture

 Goal: integrated, end-end transport to carry voice, 
video, data

meeting timing/QoS requirements of voice, video 
(versus Internet best-effort model)

 “next generation” telephony: technical roots in 
telephone world

 packet-switching (fixed length packets, called 
“cells”) using virtual circuits
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ATM networks
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ATM Layer: Virtual Channels
 VC transport: cells carried on VC from source to dest

 call setup, teardown for each call before data can flow

 each cell carries VC identifier (not destination ID)

 every switch on source-dest path maintain “state” for each 
passing connection

 link, switch resources (bandwidth, buffers) may be allocated to 
VC: to get circuit-like perf.

 Permanent VCs (PVCs)

 long lasting connections

 e.g., “permanent” route between two IP routers

 Switched VCs (SVC):

 dynamically set up on per-call basis
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ATM Signaling: Q.2931

UNI
(user-network

interface)

UNI
(user-network
interface)

NNI
(network-
network

interface)

PNNI
(private network-

network interface)

ATM
network

ATM
network
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ATM Signaling: Q.2931

 point to point and point-to-multipoint

 symmetric/asymmetric BW requirements

QoS negotiation

 error recovery mechanism
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ATM Q.2931 Call Setup Signaling

ATM
network

UNI UNIuser user

call 
proc

connect

connect

conn 
ack

conn 
ack

user-user data

setup

call reference

addresses

traffic spec

QoS

setup

call reference

addresses

traffic spec

QoS

VPI/VCI

call 
proc

call reference

VPI/VCI

VCI=5; VPI=0 used 
as signaling channel
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ATM Q.2931 Call Release Signaling

ATM
network

UNI UNIuser user

release
complete

user-user data

release

call reference

cause

call reference

causecall reference

cause

release

release
complete
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ATM UNI Connection control messages

SETUP: initiate call estab
CALL PROCEEDING: call estab begun
CONNECT: call accepted
CONNECT ACK: call accept ACK

RELEASE: initiate call clearing
RELEASE COMPLETE: call cleared

STATUS ENQUIRY: req. status
STATUS: requested status info

RESTART: restart all VC’s
RESTART ACK: ACK RESTART

ADD PARTY: add party to existing connection
ADD PARTY ACK: ACK of ADD PARTY
ADD PARTY REJECT: REJECT of ADD PARTY
DROP PARTY: drop party from existing connection
DROP PARTY ACK: ACK of DROP PARTY
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PNNI Signaling:

UNI UNIuser user

setupcall 
proc

call 
proc

connect

connect

conn 
ack

conn 
ack

user-user data

setup

PNNI

setup

call 
proc

connect

conn 
ack

“..at a specific link, one switching system plays 
the role of the user side, and the other plays the 
role of the network side, as defined in the UNI 3.1 
Specification.” ATM Forum af-pnni-0026.000



ATM与IP

ATM
源自电信网络

支持QoS

面向连接，多种服务类型

网络可管理性强

信元头部开销大（25%）

信令协议复杂

和千兆以太网相比，在局
域网没有优势

框架和协议复杂

 IP
 Best effort

协议简单

易于连接各类局域网

网络可管理性弱

不支持QoS

会出现拥塞

 IP over SDH可以和
ATM在广域网竞争

初始简单，逐步完善
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2: Maintaining network state

 updated when network “conditions” change

 stored in multiple nodes

 often associated with end-system generated call or session

 examples:

 RSVP router maintain lists of upstream sender IDs, 
downstream receiver reservations

 ATM switch maintains list of VCs: bandwidth allocation, 
VCI/VPI input-output mapping

 TCP: Sequence numbers, timer values, RTT estimates

state: information stored in network 
nodes by network protocols
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State: senders, receivers

 sender: network node that (re)generates 
signaling (control) msgs to install, keep-alive, 
remove state from other nodes

 receiver: node that creates, maintains, 
removes state based on signaling msgs 
received from sender
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Hard-state

 state installed by receiver on receipt of setup msg from 
sender

 state removed by receiver on receipt of teardown msg
from sender

 default assumption: state valid unless told otherwise
 in practice: failsafe-mechanisms (to remove orphaned 

state) in case of sender failure e.g., receiver-to-
sender “heartbeat”: is this state still valid ?

 examples: 
 Q.2931 (ATM Signaling)
 ST-II (Internet hard-state signaling)
 TCP [Q: retransmission of data or ACK if no activity?]
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Hard-state signaling

Signaling 

plane

Communication 

plane

Sender ReceiverInstall

ack

 reliable signaling 
 state removal by request
 requires additional error handling

 e.g., sender failure

removal

error
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Soft-state

 state installed by receiver on receipt of setup (trigger) 
msg from sender (typically, an endpoint)
 sender also sends periodic refresh msg indicating 

receiver should continue to maintain state
 state removed by receiver via timeout, in absence of 

refresh msg from sender
 default assumption: state becomes invalid unless 

refreshed
 in practice: explicit state removal (teardown) msgs 

also used
 examples: 

 RSVP, RTP, IGMP
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Soft-state signaling

Signaling 

plane

Communication 

plane

Install

Sender Receiver

 best effort signaling
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Soft-state signaling

Signaling 

plane

Communication 

plane

Sender Receiver

 best effort signaling

 refresh timer, periodic refresh
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Soft-state signaling

Signaling 

plane

Communication 

plane

Sender Receiver

 best effort signaling

 refresh timer, periodic refresh

 state time-out timer, state removal only by 
time-out
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Soft-state: claims

 “Systems built on soft-state are robust”

 “Soft-state protocols provide .. greater 
robustness to changes in the underlying network 
conditions…”

 “obviates the need for complex error handling 
software”

What does this mean?
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Soft-state: “easy” handling of changes

 Periodic refresh: if network “conditions” change, 
refresh will re-establish state under new conditions

 example: RSVP/routing interaction: if routes change 
(nodes fail) RSVP PATH refresh will re-establish
state along new path

in

out

H2

H5

H3

H4

H1

R1 R2 R3
L1

L2 L3

L4
L5

L6 L7

L5 L7

L6

in

out

L1

L2 L6

in

out L3
L7

L4

unused by
multicast routing

L8

What happens if L6 fails?
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in

out L3
L7

L4
in

out L3
L8

L4 L7

in

out

L1

L2 L6

Soft-state: “easy” handling of changes

 L6 goes down, multicast routing reconfigures but…

 H1 data no longer reaches H3, H4, H5 (no sender or 
receiver state for L8)

 H1 refreshes PATH, establishes new state for L8 in 
R1, R3

H2

H5

H3

H4

H1

R1 R2 R3
L1

L2 L3

L4
L5

L6 L7

in

out

L1

L2 L8

x

L8

really, L7 state stays in  R3
until it times out.

H5
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 “recovery” performed transparently to 
end-system by normal refresh procedures

 no need for network to signal 
failure/change to end system, or end 
system to respond to specific error

 less signaling (volume, types of messages) 
than hard-state from network to end-
system but…

more signaling (volume) than hard-state 
from end-system to network for refreshes

Soft-state: “easy” handling of changes
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 refresh msgs serve many purposes:
 trigger: first time state-installation 
 refresh: refresh state known to exist (“I am 

still here”)
 <lack of refresh>: remove state (“I am gone”)

 Challenge: all refresh msgs unreliable
 would like triggers to result in state-installation 

asap
 enhancement: add receiver-to-sender 

refresh_ACK for triggers
 e.g., see “Staged Refresh Timers for RSVP”

Soft-state: refreshes
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Soft-state Hard-state

Signaling spectrum 

• best effort periodic state  

installation/refresh

• state removal by time out
• RSVP, IGMPv1

• reliable signaling

• explicit state removal 

• requires additional mechanism to 

remove orphan state

• Q2931b

SS + explicit removal
IGMPv2/v3

SS + reliable trigger
RSVP new version

SS + reliable 

trigger/removal
ST-II

periodic refresh
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Q: How to set refresh/timeout timers

 state-timeout interval = n * refresh-interval-
timeout 
 what value of n to choose?

 will determine amount of signaling traffic, 
responsiveness to change
 small timers: fast response to changes, more signaling

 long timers: slow response to changes, less signaling

 ultimately: consequence of slow/fast response, 
msg loss probability will dictate appropriate timer 
values

Soft-state: setting timer values
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Impact of soft-state refresh 
timer
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 as refresh timer increases
 inconsistency increases
 overhead decreases

 tradeoff exists for SS signaling systems
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Impact of state timeout timer
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 X < T : inconsistency high (premature state removal) 

 X > 2T: increasing X  increasing inconsistency for  
SS, SS+ER, SS+RT (due to orphan state)

 X = 2T: sweet spot

T=5s
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Hard-state versus soft-state: 
discussion

Q: which is preferable and why?

hard state:
 better if message overhead              

really high

 potentially greater          
consistency

 system wide coupling ->                 
difficult to analyze

soft state:
 robustness, shorter 

convergence times

 easily decomposed -> 
simpler analysis
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A Comparison of Hard-state and 
Soft-state Signaling Protocols

Ping Ji, Zihui Ge, Jim Kurose, and Don 
Towsley

SIGCOMM 2003
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3. Randomization

 randomization used in many protocols

 we’ll study examples:
 Ethernet multiple access protocol

 router (de)synchronization 

 reliable multicast

 queue management

 power of two choices: load balancing

 opportunistic routing
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Ethernet

Metcalfe’s Ethernet
sketch

 single shared broadcast channel 

 2+ simultaneous transmissions by nodes: interference 

 only one node can send successfully at a time 

 multiple access protocol: distributed algorithm that 
determines how nodes share channel, i.e., determine when 
node can transmit
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Ethernet: uses CSMA/CD

A: sense channel, if idle 
then {

transmit and monitor the channel; 
If detect another transmission 

then { 

abort and send jam signal; 

update # collisions; 

delay as required by exponential backoff algorithm; 

goto A

}

else {done with the frame; set collisions to zero}

}

else {wait until ongoing transmission is over and goto A}
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Ethernet’s CSMA/CD (more)

Jam Signal: make sure all other transmitters 
are aware of collision; 48 bits; 

Exponential Backoff:
 first collision for given packet: choose K randomly 

from {0,1}; delay is K x 512 bit transmission times
 after second collision: choose K randomly from 

{0,1,2,3}…
 After next collision double K (and keep doubling on 

collisions until…..)
 after ten or more collisions, choose K randomly 

from {0,1,2,3,4,…,1023}
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Ethernet’s use of randomization

 resulting behavior: probability of 
retransmission attempt (equivalently length of 
randomization interval) adapted to current load

 simple, load-adaptive, multiple access

more
collisions

heavier
load (most 

likely), more
nodes trying 

to send

randomize
retransmissions
over longer time 

interval, to reduce 
collision 

probability
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Ethernet comments

 upper bounding at 1023 = k  limits max size

 could not remember last value of K when 
we were successful (analogy: TCP 
remembers last values of congestion 
window size)

Q: why use binary backoff rather than 
something more sophisticated such as 
AIMD: simplicity
Note: ethernet does multiplicative-increase-

complete-decrease (why)
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The bottom line

Why does ethernet use randomization: to 
desynchronize – a distributed adaptive 
algorithm to spread out load over time 
when there is contention for multiple 
access channel
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(de)Synchronization of periodic routing 
updates

 periodic losses observed in end-end Internet traffic

 Why?

source: Floyd, 
Jacobson 1994



单摆等时性
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伽利略
Galileo Galilei, 1564-1642

1598年伽利略发现了摆的等
时性现象：
“物体从直立圆环上任一点
落到最低位置的时间相同”

1656年惠更斯发现伽利略
的摆的等时性仅适合于小角
度摆动情形，当摆动角度大
到一定程度时，单摆的周期
就不再是常数，而是随振幅
的变化而变化。惠更斯设计
出了变摆长的等时性单摆-

惠更斯摆。

惠更斯
Christian Huygens, 1629-1695
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惠更斯钟的同步现象

为了适应当时天文和航海发展的需要，测量
海上地理经度，惠更斯设计了两个摆钟，希
望其中一个在损坏或需要维修时，另一个能
继续工作。但当他启动自己设计的摆钟后，
却出现了异乎寻常的同步现象：两个摆的频
率逐渐变得完全相同，且互为反向，保持
180°的相位差。即使人为地将这种同步性
打乱，这种同步性也会很快恢复

关于惠更斯钟同步问题的理论研究至今尚在继续，一直是非线性动力学
研究的研究热点和重要问题之一

美国亚特兰大技术大学的库尔特·瓦伊杰菲利德发现，只有在摆的重量
同整个钟的重量相比比较小的情况下，摆钟运动具有同步性。进而他
计算出，当摆的重量与整个钟的重量比小于 1∶120时，摆钟开始反方
向转动；当这个系数大于1∶80时，两个摆钟就能正常工作
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Router update operation:

prepare
own routing 

update

(time: TC1)

receive update from neighbor
process (time: TC2)

wait

receive update from neighbor
process 

<ready>
send update (time: Td to arrive at dest)

start_timer (uniform: Tp +/- Tr)

timeout, 
or link fail

update

time spent in state
depends on msgs 

received from others
(weak coupling 

between routers
processing)
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Router synchronization

 20 (simulated) routers 
broadcasting updates 
to each other

 x-axis: time until 
routing update sent 
relative to start of 
round

 By t=100,000 all router 
rounds are of length 
120!

 synchronization or lack 
thereof depends on 
system parameters
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Avoiding synchronization

 enforce max time 
spent in prepare 
state

 choose random 
timer component, 
Tr large (e.g., 
several multiples 
of TC1)

prepare
own routing 

update
(time: TC1)

receive update from neighbor
process (time: TC2)

wait

receive update from neighbor
process 

<ready>
send update (time: Td to arrive)
start_timer (uniform: Tp +/- Tr)
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Randomization in Reliable Multicast

 RM: how to transfer data “reliably” from source(s) to 
R receivers

 conjecture: all current RM error and congestion 
control approaches have an analogy in human-human 
communication
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Scalability: Feedback Implosion

. . .

sender

rcvrs
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Sender Oriented Reliable 
Mcast

Sender:
 mcasts all (re)transmissions
 selective repeat
 timers for loss detection
 ACK table
 pkt removed when ACKs are in

Rcvr: ACKs received pkts
Note: group membership 

important

X

sender

receivers

A
C

K
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(simple) Rcvr Oriented Reliable 
Mcast

Sender:
 mcasts (re)transmissions
 selective repeat
 responds to NAKs
 when no longer buffer pkt?

Rcvr:
 NAKs (unicast to sender) missing pkts
 timer to detect lost retransmission

Note: easy to allow joins/leaves

X

sender

receivers

N
A

K
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Receiver- versus sender-oriented RM: 
observations

Rcvr-oriented: shift recovery burden to 
rcvrs
 loss detection “responsibility”, timers

 scaling: protocol computational resources grow 
as R grows

 weaker notion of “group”

 receivers can transparently choose different 
reliability semantics

but ……
 when does sender “release” data rcvd by all?
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RM: Coping with Scale, Heterogeity

Issues

 avoid feedback implosion 
in reverse path

 avoid receiving unneeded 
data (retrans.) in forward 
path

 recover data quickly, 
avoid long repair times

Techniques

• feedback suppression

• local recovery
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Feedback Suppression

 randomly delay NAKs
 “listen” to NAKs generated 

by others

 if no NAK for lost pkt when 
timer expires, multicast 
NAK

 widely used in RM (recall 
similar IGMP idea)

 tradeoffs
 reduces bandwidth

 additional complexity at 
receivers (timers, etc)

sender

X X
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Local Recovery in SRM

 Allow rcvr to recover 
lost pkt from “nearby” 
rcvr

 “ask your neighbor”: 
send localized NAK 
(repair request)

multicast: randomize
local repair 
transmission time to 
avoid too many replies

 orthogonal 
(complementary) to 
feedback supression 

 who to recover from?

 don’t want repair 
request to go to 
everyone

 scoping: how to 
restrict how far 
request will travel: 
IP time-to-live field
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Local Recovery: example

 R2 detects lost pkt

 multicasts repair 
request

 limited scope
 not seen by R4

 R1 and R3 have pkt
 R3 times out first and 

sends repair

R4

R3

R2R1

repair
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Reliable multicast (SRM)

Use of randomization

 to reduce feedback implosion

 in local recovery, to reduce number of 
retransmissions of same message

 Floyd, S., Jacobson, V., Liu, C., McCanne, S., 
and Zhang, L., A Reliable Multicast 
Framework for Light-weight Sessions and 
Application Level Framing. ACM 
SIGCOMM 95
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Randomization in Router Queue Management

 normally, packets dropped only when queue overflows
 “Drop-tail” queueing

ISP

router

ISP
Internet

P1P2P3P4P5P6
FCFS

Scheduler

router
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The case against drop-tail queue management

 large queues in routers are “a bad thing”
 end-to-end latency dominated by length of 

queues at switches in network

 allowing queues to overflow is “a bad thing”
 connections transmitting at high rates can starve 

connections transmitting at low rates
 connections can synchronize their response to 

congestion

P1P2P3P4
FCFS

Scheduler
P5P6
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Idea: early random packet drop

When queue length exceeds threshold, 
packets dropped with fixed probability
 probabilistic packet drop: flows see same loss 

rate
 problem: bursty traffic (burst arrives when 

queue is near full) can be over penalized

P1P2P3P4P5P6
FCFS

Scheduler
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Random early detection (RED) packet drop

 use exponential average of queue length to 
determine when to drop
 avoid overly penalizing short-term bursts
 react to longer term trends

 tie drop prob. to weighted avg. queue length
 avoids over-reaction to mild overload conditions

Max
threshold

Min
threshold

Average queue length

Forced drop

Probabilistic
early drop

No drop

Time

Drop probability
Max

queue length
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Random early detection (RED) packet drop

Max
threshold

Min
threshold

Average queue length

Forced drop

Probabilistic
early drop

No drop

Time

Drop probability
Max

queue length

100%

Drop probability

maxp

Weighted Average
Queue Length

min max
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Random early detection (RED) packet drop

 large number (5) of parameters: difficult 
to tune (at least for http traffic)

 gains over drop-tail FCFS not that 
significant

 still not widely deployed …
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SALLY FLOYD

2007 SIGCOMM Award

2005 IEEE Internet Award

For contributions to the 
Internet architecture, 

particularly in the areas of 
congestion control, traffic 
modeling, and active queue 

management.
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RED: why probabilistic drop?

 provide gentle transition from no-drop to 
all-drop
 provide “gentle” early warning

 provide same loss rate to all sessions
 with tail-drop, low-sending-rate sessions can be 

completely starved

 avoid synchronized loss bursts among 
sources
 avoid cycles of large-loss followed by no-

transmission
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Power of two choices: load balancing

Load balancing problem:
which of N queues to join?
 applications

 routing requests to web 
servers

 routing packets to 
queues/paths

 Policies:
 random
 SQ: join shortest queue: 

requires lots of info
 SQ(d): sample d queues at 

random, join shortest of 
d queues
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The balls and bins problem

Place m balls in n bins

 Random: SQ(1)

 SQ(d): sample d queues at 
random, place ball in bin with 
fewest balls

 for m approx = n:
 SQ(1): max load is O(log n)

 SQ(2): max load is O(log log n)

 SQ(3): only constant factor 
improvementoverSQ(2)

large improvement with
small amount of info 
(d=2), not much gain with 
even more info
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The power of randomization

 Rand: easy to implement, performs poorly

SQ: hard to implement performs well

 SQ(2): choose randomly among two choices: 
easy to implement, performs exponentially 
better than RAND, getting ”most” of 
benefits of SQ

Ref: “The power of two choices in randomized load balancing,”

M. Mitzenmacher,  IEEE Trans. Parallel & Distributed Sys, Oct 2001



ExOR: Opportunistic Multi-Hop 
Routing for Wireless Networks

 SIGCOMM 2005

Dense 802.11-based mesh

 Goal is high-throughput and capacity

1 kilometer

70



packet

packet

packet

Initial approach: Traditional 
routing

 Identify a route, forward over links

Abstract radio to look like a wired link

src

A B

dst

C

71



packet

packetpacketpacketpacketpacket

ExOR: exploiting probabilistic 
broadcast

src

A B

dst

C

packetpacketpacket

 Decide who forwards after reception
 Goal: only closest receiver should forward
 Challenge: agree efficiently and avoid duplicate 

transmissions 72



Why ExOR might increase 
throughput (1)

 Best traditional route over 50% hops: 3(1/0.5) = 6 tx
 Throughput  1/# transmissions

 ExOR exploits lucky long receptions: 4 transmissions
 Assumes probability falls off gradually with distance

src dstN1 N2 N3 N4

75%
50%

N5

25%

73



Why ExOR might increase 
throughput (2)

 Traditional routing: 1/0.25 + 1 = 5 tx

 ExOR: 1/(1 – (1 – 0.25)4) + 1 = 2.5 transmissions

Assumes independent losses

N1

src dst

N2

N3

N4

74
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Design Principles

Goals:
 identify, study 

common architectural 
components, protocol 
mechanisms

 what approaches do 
we find in network 
architectures?

 synthesis: big picture

design principles:

 signaling

 hard state versus soft 
state

 randomization

 indirection

 multiplexing

 network virtualization: 
overlays

 design for scale

 layering as optimization 
decomposition
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4: Indirection

Indirection: rather than reference an entity 
directly, reference it (“indirectly) via another 
entity, which in turn can or will access the original 
entity

"Every problem in computer

science can be solved by 

adding another level of 

indirection" 

-- Butler Lampson 

A

B

x
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Multicast: one sender to many receivers

 Multicast: act of sending datagram to multiple 
receivers with single “transmit” operation

 analogy: one teacher to many students

 Question: how to achieve multicast

Network multicast
 Router actively 

participate in multicast, 
making copies of packets 
as needed and 
forwarding towards 
multicast receiversMulticast

routers (red) duplicate and 
forward multicast datagrams
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Internet Multicast Service Model

multicast group concept: use of indirection

 hosts addresses IP datagram to multicast group

 routers forward multicast datagrams to hosts that 
have “joined” that multicast group

128.119.40.186

128.59.16.12

128.34.108.63

128.34.108.60

multicast 
group

226.17.30.197
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S Deering

 Cisco Fellow

 2010 IEEE Internet Award

 "For foundational contributions to 
the development of IP Multicast 
and IP version 6."

 RFC1112 Host Extensions for IP 
Multicasting, 1989

 Multicast Routing in a Datagram 
Internetwork, PhD Thesis, 
Standford University, Dec. 1991 
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Multicast via Indirection: why?

 don’t need to store (or even know) destination 
IP addresses of other multicast group 
members 

 scalability: routers need to only know identities 
of neighboring routers to whom mcast packets 
should be sent (no per-receiver processing)

 if only interested in group as a whole, no need 
to know identities, can refer to group as a 
whole via group abstraction (multicast address)
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How do you contact a mobile
friend?

 search all phone 
books?

 call her parents?

 expect her to let you 
know where he/she is?

I wonder where 
Alice moved to?

Consider friend frequently changing 
addresses, how do you find her?

Mobility and Indirection
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Mobility and indirection:

mobile node moves from network to network

 correspondents want to send packets to 
mobile node

 Two approaches: 
 indirect routing: communication from 

correspondent to mobile goes through home 
agent, then forwarded to remote

 direct routing: correspondent gets foreign 
address of mobile, sends directly to mobile
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Mobility: Vocabulary

home network: permanent 
“home” of mobile
(e.g., 128.119.40/24)

permanent address:
address in home 
network, can always be 
used to reach mobile
e.g., 128.119.40.186

home agent: entity that will 
perform mobility functions on 
behalf of mobile, when mobile 
is remote

wide area 
network
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Mobility: more vocabulary

care-of-address: address 
in visited network.
(e.g., 79,129.13.2) 

wide area 
network

visited network: network 
in which mobile currently 
resides (e.g., 79.129.13/24)

permanent address: remains 
constant (e.g., 128.119.40.186)

foreign agent: entity 
in visited network 
that performs 
mobility functions on 
behalf of mobile.

correspondent: wants 
to communicate with 
mobile
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Mobility: registration

End result:

 foreign agent knows about mobile

 home agent knows location of mobile

wide area 
network

home network
visited network

1

mobile contacts 
foreign agent on 
entering visited 
network

2

foreign agent contacts home 
agent home: “this mobile is 
resident in my network”
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Mobility via Indirect Routing

wide area 
network

home
network

visited
network

3

2

4
1

correspondent 
addresses packets 
using home address 
of mobile

home agent intercepts 
packets, forwards to 
foreign agent

foreign agent 
receives packets, 
forwards to mobile

mobile replies 
directly to 
correspondent
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Indirect Routing: comments

 mobile uses two addresses:

 permanent address: used by correspondent (hence 
mobile location is transparent to correspondent)

 care-of-address: used by home agent to forward 
datagrams to mobile

 foreign agent functions may be done by mobile itself

 triangle routing: correspondent-home-network-
mobile

 inefficient when 

correspondent, mobile 

are in same network
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Indirect Routing: moving between networks

 suppose mobile user moves to another 
network
 registers with new foreign agent

 new foreign agent registers with home agent

 home agent update care-of-address for mobile

 packets continue to be forwarded to mobile (but 
with new care-of-address)

mobility, changing foreign networks 
transparent: on going connections can be 
maintained!
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Mobility via Direct Routing

wide area 
network

home
network

visited
network

4

2

51correspondent 
requests, receives 
foreign address of 
mobile

correspondent forwards 
to foreign agent

foreign agent 
receives packets, 
forwards to mobile

mobile replies 
directly to 
correspondent

3
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Mobility via Direct Routing: comments

 overcome triangle routing problem

 non-transparent to correspondent:
correspondent must get care-of-address 
from home agent
 what happens if mobile changes networks?
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Mobile IP

 RFC 3220

 has many features we’ve seen: 
 home agents, foreign agents, foreign-agent 

registration, care-of-addresses, encapsulation 
(packet-within-a-packet)

 three components to standard:
 agent discovery

 registration with home agent

 indirect routing of datagrams
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Mobility via indirection: why indirection?

 transparency to correspondent

 “mostly” transparent to mobile (except 
that mobile must register with foreign 
agent)

 transparent to routers, rest of 
infrastructure
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Secure Overlay Service

SoS: an overlay network, using indirection and 
randomization to provide legitimate users (only) 
with denial-of-service free access to a server

Overlay network:
 network or distributed infrastructure with 

common network services (e.g., routing) built 
“on top” of another networks

 example: distributed application in which 
application-layer nodes relay messages among 
themselves, using underlying IP routing to get 
from one site to another
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Performing a DoS Attack

1. Select Target to attack

2. Break into accounts 
around the network

3. Have these accounts 
send packets toward 
the target
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Goal of Secure Overlay Service (SoS)

 pre-approved legitimate users communicate with target
 legit users may be mobile (IP addresses change)

 un-approved (attackers’) packets don’t reach target

attackers

target
legit user
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Step 1 - Filtering
routers “near” target filter packets based on IP addr
 IP addresses from legitimate user allowed through

 IP addresses from illegitimate users are not

Concerns:
 bad users know good user’s IP address: spoofing?

 good IP address changes frequently (mobility)? 
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Step 2 – indirection via  a proxy

w.x.y.z

Use proxy, outside filtered region 
 proxy, being a computer (rather than router) can perform 

heavy-weight authentication, access control

 only packets from proxy permitted through filter

 proxy only forwards verified packets from legitimate 
sources through filter
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Problems with a known Proxy

Proxies introduce other problems

 attacker can breach filter by attacking with 
spoofed proxy address

 attacker can DoS attack proxy, again preventing 
legitimate user communication

w.x.y.z

I’m w.x.y.z

I’m w.x.y.z

I’m w.x.y.z
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Step 3 – Multiple proxies with secret 
forwarding

 create many proxies (too many to attack)

 target specifies small set of proxies as secret 
forwarders
 only secret-forwarder packets pass through filter

 only secret forwarders know they are secret forwarders 
(other proxies unaware)

 to get host packet to target
 host contacts any proxy (which checks legitimacy)

 proxy randomly routes packet to another proxy

 if destination proxy is secret forwarder, packet forwarded 
to target, otherwise packet randomly routed to another 
proxy

Note: use of randomization 
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SOS with “Random” routing

With filters, multiple proxies, and secret 
forwarder(s), attacker cannot “focus” attack

proxy

?
secret 
forwarder
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SoS

Why indirection?

 ultimate destination address is unknown (hackers 
can not attack target, only attack proxies ?)

 address of target only known to small number of 
secret forwarders, which rotate and can change

Issues:

 why can’t hacker just try all addresses of all 
proxies to get through?
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An Internet Indirection Infrastructure

Motivation:

 today’s Internet is built around point-to-point 
communication abstraction: 
 send packet “p” from host “A” to host “B”
 one sender, one receiver, at fixed and well-

known locations
 … not appropriate for applications that require 

other communications primitives:
multicast (one to many)
mobility (one to anywhere)
 anycast (one to any)

 we’ve seen indirection used to provide these 
services
 idea: make indirection a “first-class object”
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Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3)

 change communication abstraction: instead of 
point-to-point, exchange packets by name
 each packet has an identifier ID

 to receive packet with identifier ID, receiver R 
stores trigger (ID, R) into network

 triggers stored in network overlay nodes

Sender Receiver (R)

ID R

trigger

send(ID, data)
send(R, data)
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Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3)

Use an overlay network to implement this 
layer
 Incrementally deployable; don’t need to change IP

Build an efficient indirection layer 

on top of IP

IP

TCP/UDP

Application

Indir.

layer
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What is a DHT?

 hash table
 data structure that maps “keys” to “values”

 essential building block in software systems

Distributed Hash Table (DHT) 
 similar, but spread across the Internet

 interface 
 insert(key, value)

 lookup(key)
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How?

Every DHT node supports single operation:

 given key as input; route messages toward node 
holding key



An Example DHT: Chord

 overlayed 2k-Gons



Routing in Chord

 at most one of each Gon

 e.g. 1-to-0
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Routing in Chord

 at most one of each Gon

 e.g. 1-to-0
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Routing in Chord

 at most one of each Gon

 e.g. 1-to-0

 what happened?
 constructed the

binary number 15!

 routing from x to y
is like computing 
(y – x) mod n by 
summing powers of 2

4

1

8

2

Diameter: log n (1 hop per gon type)
Degree: log n (one outlink per gon type)
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Deconstructing DHTs

DHT is composed of
 logical, underlying interconnection network 

 an “emulation scheme”
• without global knowledge of network size

 self-monitoring components
• track and react to churn
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Service Model of i3

 API

 sendPacket(p);

 insertTrigger(t);

 removeTrigger(t); // optional

 best-effort service model (like IP)

 triggers periodically refreshed by end-hosts

 reliability, congestion control, flow-control 
implemented at end hosts, and trigger-storing 
overlay nodes

Note: use of 
soft-state.  Why?
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Discussion

 trigger is similar to routing table entry 

 essentially: application layer publish-subscribe 
infrastructure

 application-level overlay infrastructure

 unlike IP,  end hosts control triggers, i.e., end 
hosts responsible for setting and maintaining 
“routing tables” 

 provide support for

mobility

multicast 

 anycast

 composable services
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Mobility

 receiver updates its trigger as it moves from 
one subnet to another
mobility transparent to sender

 location privacy 

Sender
Receiver

(R1)ID R1

send(ID,data) send(R1, data)
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Mobility

 receiver updates its trigger as it moves from 
one subnet to another
mobility transparent to sender

 location privacy 

Sender
ID R1

send(ID,data)

Receiver

(R2)

send(R2, data)
R2
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Multicast

 unifies multicast and unicast abstractions
multicast: receivers insert triggers with same ID

 application naturally moves between multicast 
and unicast, as needed
 “impossible” in current IP model

Sender Receiver (R1)ID R1

send(ID,data) send(R1, data)

Receiver (R2)

ID R2

send(R2, data)
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Anycast (cont’d)

 route to any one in set of receivers

 receiver i in anycast group inserts same ID, 
with anycast qualifications

 route to receiver with best match between a 
and si

Sender

Receiver (R1)

ID|s1 R1send(ID|a,data)

Receiver (R2)
ID|s2 R2

ID|s3 R3

Receiver (R3)

send(R1,data)
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Composable Services

 use stack of IDs to encode successive operations 
to be performed on data (e.g., transcoding)

 don’t need to configure path between services

Sender

(MPEG)

Receiver R

(JPEG)

ID_MPEG/JPEG S_MPEG/JPEG
ID R

send((ID_MPEG/JPEG,ID), data)

S_MPEG/JPEG

send(ID, data) send(R, data)
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Composable Services (cont’d)

 both receivers and senders can specify operations to 
be performed on data

Receiver R

(JPEG)
ID_MPEG/JPEG S_MPEG/JPEG

ID (ID_MPEG/JPEG, R)

send(ID, data)

S_MPEG/JPEG

Sender

(MPEG)
send((ID_MPEG/JPEG, R), data)

send(R, data)
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Discussion of I3

 how would receiver signal ACK to sender? 
what is needed?

 does many-to-one fit well in this paradigm?

 security, snooping, information gathering: 
what are the issues?
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Indirection: Summary

We’ve seen indirection used in many ways:
 multicast
 mobility
 SoS
 Internet indirection

The uses of indirection:
 sender does not need to know receiver id
 beauty, grace, elegance
 transparency of indirection is important
 performance: is it more efficient?
 security: important issue for I3
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5. Multiplexing

Multiplexing: sharing resource(s) among users 
of the resource

Multiplexed human resources:
 roadways, traffic intersections

 bathrooms (except for the rich)

 reserve reading

 class discussion
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statistical
reservations   

Many dimensions of multiplexing

user
granularitypacket burst call

resource
unavailability

queue

block, drop

best effort

guaranteed

Other dimensions? 
 time granularity 




shared 
among 
class

per user
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statistical
reservations   

Packet-level multiplexing

user
granularitypacket burst call

resource
unavailability

queue

block, drop

best effort

guaranteed

shared 
among 
class

per user
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Scheduling And Policing Packets

 scheduling: choose next packet to send on link

 FIFO (first in first out) scheduling: send in order of 
arrival to queue

 real-world example: stop sign

 discard policy:

• Tail drop: drop arriving packet

• RED
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Scheduling Policies: more
Strict Priority scheduling: transmit highest priority 

queued packet 

 multiple classes, with different priorities

 class may depend on marking or other header 
info, e.g. IP source/dest, port numbers, etc..

 real world example: reservations versus walk-
ins, business class and economic class
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Scheduling Policies: still more
round robin scheduling:
 multiple classes

 cyclically scan class queues, serving one from each 
class (if available)

 real world example: 4-way stop (distributed 
scheduling)
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Scheduling Policies: still more
Weighted Fair Queuing: 
 generalized Round Robin

 each class gets weighted amount of service in each 
cycle
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Policing Mechanisms

Goal: limit traffic to not exceed declared 
parameters

Three commonly-used criteria: 
 (Long term) Average Rate: how many pkts can be sent per unit 

time (in the long run)

 crucial question: what is interval length: 100 packets per sec 
or 6000 packets per min  have same average!

 Peak Rate: e.g., 6000 pkts per min. (ppm) avg.; 15000 ppm peak 
rate

 (Max.) Burst Size: max. number of pkts sent consecutively (with 
no intervening idle)
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Policing Mechanisms

Token Bucket: limit input to specified Burst Size and 
Average Rate

 bucket can hold b tokens

 tokens generated at rate r token/sec unless bucket 
full

 over interval of length t: number of packets 
admitted less than or equal to  (r t + b)
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令牌桶：实例

 r = 100 Kbps; b = 3 Kb; R = 500 Kbps

3Kb

T = 0 : 1Kb packet arrives

(a)

2.2Kb

T = 2ms : packet transmitted

b = 3Kb – 1Kb + 2ms*100Kbps = 2.2Kb

(b)

2.4Kb

T = 4ms : 3Kb packet arrives

(c)

3Kb

T = 10ms : packet needs

to wait until enough

tokens are in the 

bucket!

(d)

0.6Kb

T = 16ms : packet 

transmitted

(e)
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Policing Mechanisms (more)

 token bucket, WFQ combine to provide guaranteed 
upper bound on delay, i.e., QoS guarantee

WFQ 

token rate, r

bucket size, b

per-flow
rate, R

D     = b/R
max

arriving
traffic
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statistical
reservations   

Call-level multiplexing: routing and call 
admission in the telephone network

user
granularitypacket burst call

Resource(s)
unavailability

queue

block, drop

on demand

guaranteed

shared 
among 
class

per user
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Telephone network structure

3 level hierarchy:
 wide area core 

 local exchange 
carrier (LEC), e.g. 
Beijing Netcom

 Central Office 
(CO), e.g. Tsinghua 
University

CO2

CO1

CO3
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Telephone network topology
core: fully connected 

mesh (clique)
 multiple long distance 

providers -> multiple 
cores

CO2

CO1

CO3

LEC

 1 or 2 connections to 
each core

 CO’s fully meshed: 1 
hop to any other CO
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Telephone network: routing
Routing
 if source, destination in 

same CO, connect them
 if source, destination in 

same LEC, take one hop path
 otherwise, send call to core

 choose 1 or 2 hop path 
through core to dest. LEC

 at most N-1 paths thru 
core to dest. LEC (routing 
decision is order of trying 
paths)

 if no free path: block 
(busy)

CO2

CO1

CO3
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Characteristics of telephone network routing

 reliable switches: seldom need to route around 
failure

 at most three “AS” hops: LEC->core->LEC

 highly connected: all paths one or two-hop paths 

 the routing problem: in which order to try 2-
hop paths?

 telephone traffic is predictable: use past traffic 
to predetermine order in which routes attempted: 

 day-of-week, time, special occasion (e.g., the 
Spring Festival)
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Dynamic, non-hierarchical routing 
(DNHR)
 24-hour day divided into ~10 periods

 state-independent routing: routing order downloaded 
into switch from central site

 try one-hop path to destination

 if busy, try two-hop paths in specified order

 as load increases, more 2-hop paths taken

 1 two-hop call can block 2 one-hop calls

 Metastability: degradation to where 
nearly all calls carried are two-hop calls

metastability
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Avoiding metastability: trunk reservation

 trunk reservation: reserve some capacity on each 
link for 1-hop calls, purposely block 2-hop calls (even 
if two 1-hop links are free)

Q: when to purposely block 2-hop call?
 con: carried call generates revenue 
 pro: carried call may block future 1-hop calls

A: shadow pricing: block 2-hop call if expected revenue 
lost due to blocked future 1-hop calls exceeds 
revenue gained by carrying the 2-hop call 
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Advanced telephony routing: TMSR

Trunk Status Map Routing (TMSR): switch 
measures current load, reports to central 
site

 central site computes new routing order

 routing order changed more frequently than 
DNHR

 threshold of ~12.5% for change
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Advanced telephony routing: RTNR

Real-Time Network Routing (RTNR): 

 switch dynamically determines order to try 2-hop 
routes

 source knows loading of its own outgoing links

 source asks dest. for loading of dest’s incoming links

 source can determine lightly loaded source-dest 2-hop 
paths

A

E

F
C

B

DS
1. source knows
SA, SF lightly 
loaded

2. Dest tells source
CD, FD, ED lightly 
loaded

3. source chooses SFD
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Multiplexing: what have we learned?

 fully-connected topology and lack of let-
me-do-everything-possible-to-optimize-
performance brings simplicity in routing

 predictable traffic (and measuring traffic 
in the first place, unlike the internet) 
makes allocating resources easier in 
telephone net

 lots of mechanism
 particularly for packet-level sharing
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6. Virtualization of networks

Virtualization of resources: a powerful abstraction in 
systems engineering

 computing examples: virtual memory, virtual 
devices

 virtual machines: e.g., java

 IBM VM os from 1960’s/70’s

 layering of abstractions: don’t sweat the details of 
the lower layer, only deal with lower layers 
abstractly
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The Internet: virtualizing local networks

1974: multiple unconnected networks
 ARPAnet

 data-over-cable networks

 packet satellite network (Aloha)

 packet radio network

.. differing in:
 addressing conventions

 packet formats

 error recovery

 routing
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Cerf & Kahn: Interconnecting two networks

 “…interconnection must preserve intact the internal operation of each 
network.”

 “ ..the interface between networks must play a central role in the 
development of any network interconnection strategy. We give a 
special name to this interface that performs these functions and call it a 
GATEWAY.”

 “.. prefer that the interface be as simple and reliable as possible, and 
deal primarily with passing data between networks that use different 
packet-switching strategies”

 “…address formats is a problem between networks because the local 
network addresses of TCP's may vary substantially in format and size. 
A uniform internetwork TCP address space, understood by each 
GATEWAY and TCP, is essential to routing and delivery of internetwork 
packets.”

ARPAnet satellite net
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Cerf & Kahn: Interconnecting two networks

ARPAnet satellite net

Gateway: 
 “embed internetwork packets in 

local packet format or extract 
them”

 route (at internetwork level) to 
next gateway

gateway

Internetwork layer: 
 addressing: internetwork 

appears as a single, uniform 
entity, despite underlying local 
network heterogeneity

 network of networks
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Historical Aside: 

Proposed Internetwork packet in 1974:

local
header

source
address

dest.
address

seq. # byte
count

flag
field

text checksum

network
TCP

identifier

8 16

Internetwork 
header
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Cerf & Kahn’s Internetwork Architecture

What is virtualized?

 two layers of addressing: internetwork and 
local network

 new layer makes everything homogeneous 
at internetwork layer

 underlying local network technology (cable, 
satellite, 56K modem) is “invisible” at 
internetwork layer
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Resilient Overlay Networks

Overlay network: 
 applications, running at various sites as “nodes” on 

an application-level network

 create “logical” links (e.g., TCP or UDP 
connections) pairwise between each other

 each logical link: multiple physical links, routing 
defined by native Internet routing
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Overlay network
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Overlay network Focus at the application level
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Internet Routing
 BGP defines routes between stub networks

UCLA Noho.net

Berkeley.net
UMass.net

Internet 2

Mediaone

C&W
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Internet Routing
 BGP defines routes between stub networks

UCLA Noho.net

Berkeley.net
UMass.net

Internet 2

Mediaone

C&W

Noho-to-UMass
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Internet Routing
 BGP defines routes between stub networks

UCLA Noho.net

Berkeley.net
UMass.net

Internet 2

Mediaone

C&W

Noho-to-Berkeley
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Internet Routing

UCLA Noho.net

Berkeley.net
UMass.net

Internet 2

Mediaone

C&W

Noho-to-Berkeley

Congestion or 
failure: Noho to 
Berkely BGP-
determined route 
may not change 
(or will change 
slowly)
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Internet Routing

UCLA Noho.net

Berkeley.net
UMass.net

Internet 2

Mediaone

C&W

Noho-to-Berkeley

Noho to UMass to Berkeley

 route not visible or 
available via BGP! 

 MediaOne can’t route to 
Berkeley via Internet2

Congestion or 
failure: Noho to 
Berkely BGP-
determined route 
may not change 
(or will change 
slowly)
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RON: Resilient Overlay Networks

Premise: by building application overlay network, 
can increase performance, reliability of routing

Two-hop (application-level)
noho-to-Berkeley route

application-layer
router
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RON Experiments

measure loss, latency, and throughput with 
and without RON

 13 hosts in the US and Europe
 3 days of measurements from data 

collected in March 2001
 30-minute average loss rates

 A 30 minute outage is very serious!

Note: Experiments done with “No-
Internet2-for-commercial-use” policy
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An order-of-magnitude fewer failures

0010100%

001480%

002050%

003230%

15412720%

475747910%

RON 
Worse

No 
Change

RON 
Better

Loss 
Rate

30-minute average loss rates

6,825 “path hours” represented here

12 “path hours” of essentially complete outage

76 “path hours” of TCP outage

RON routed around all of these!

One indirection hop provides almost all the benefit!
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RON Research Issues

• how to design overlay networks?
• Measurement and self-configuration

• Fast fail-over

• Sophisticated metrics

• application-sensitive (e.g., delay versus 
throughput) path selection

• effect of RON on underlying network
• If everyone does RON, are we better off?

• Interacting levels of control (network- and 
application-layer routing
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VLANs: virtual LANS

one single 

switched LAN:

 security: nodes in different LANs can’t 
communicate

 performance: isolate broadcast traffic (e.g., ARP)

….. can be made to look like 3 physically 
separate (virtual) LANS
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Defining VLANs

 port-based VLANs: 

switch port statically 
defines VLAN

Port 1    

VLAN 10
Port 9    

VLAN 10

Port 12    

VLAN 20

Port 4    

VLAN 20

 protocol-based VLANs:  end systems in 
VLAN are those using same upper layer 
protocol (VLAN1: IP; VLAN2: IPX)

 MAC-based VLANs:  address of end system 
attached to port defines VLAN
 typically configured by network manager
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VLANs can be extended across switches

 VLAN tagging: tag added to layer-2 frame 
containing VLAN ID
 tag added at ingress port

 tag stripped at egress port

tagging
transparent
to end systems
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802.1Q tagging
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Virtual Private Networks (VPN)

 SP infrastructure:
 backbone
 provider edge devices

 Customer:
 customer edge devices (communicating over 

shared backbone)

Networks perceived as being private networks
by customers using them, but built over shared 
infrastructure owned by service provider (SP)

VPNs
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VPN reference architecture

customer
edge device

provider
edge device
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VPN: logical view

virtual private network
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Leased-line VPN

customer sites interconnected via static 
virtual channels (e.g., ATM VCs), leased lines

customer site 
connects to 
provider edge
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Customer premise VPN

customer sites interconnected via tunnels
 tunnels encrypted typically
 SP treats VPN packets like all other packets

 All VPN functions implemented by customer
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Drawbacks

 Leased-line VPN: configuration costs, maintenance 
by SP: long time, much manpower

 CPE-based VPN: expertise by customer to acquire, 
configure, manage VPN

Network-based VPN

 customer’s routers connect to SP routers

 SP routers maintain separate (independent) IP 
contexts for each VPN

 sites can use private addressing

 traffic from one VPN can not be injected into 
another
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Network-based Layer 3 VPNs

multiple virtual routers 
in single provider edge device
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Tunneling
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VPNs: why?

 privacy
 security
 works well with mobility (looks like you are always 

at home)
 cost: many forms of newer VPNs are cheaper than 

leased line VPN
 ability to share at lower layers even though logically separate 

means lower cost
 Exploit multiple paths, redundancy, fault-recovery in lower 

layers
 Need isolation mechanisms to ensure resources shared 

appropriately

 abstraction and manageability: all machines with 
addresses that are “in” are trusted no matter 
where they are
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Virtual ROuters On the Move (VROOM):
Live Router Migration as 

a Network-Management Primitive

SIGCOMM 2008

Yi Wang, Eric Keller, Brian Biskeborn, 

Kobus van der Merwe, Jennifer Rexford
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Virtual ROuters On the Move 
(VROOM)

 Key idea
 Routers should be free to roam around

Useful for many different applications
 Simplify network maintenance
 Simplify service deployment and evolution
 Reduce power consumption
 … 

 Feasible in practice
No performance impact on data traffic
No visible impact on control-plane protocols
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The Two Notions of “Router”

 The IP-layer logical functionality, and the physical
equipment

Logical
(IP layer)

Physical
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The Tight Coupling of Physical & Logical

 Root of many network-management challenges (and 
“point solutions”) 

Logical
(IP layer)

Physical
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VROOM: Breaking the Coupling

 Re-mapping the logical node to another physical node

Logical
(IP layer)

Physical

VROOM enables this re-mapping of 
logical to physical through virtual 

router migration.
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Case 1: Planned Maintenance

 NO reconfiguration of VRs, NO reconvergence

A

B

VR-1
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Case 1: Planned Maintenance

 NO reconfiguration of VRs, NO reconvergence

A

B

VR-1
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Case 2: Service Deployment & Evolution

 Move a (logical) router to more powerful hardware
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Case 2: Service Deployment & Evolution

 VROOM guarantees seamless service to existing 
customers during the migration
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Case 3: Power Savings

• $ Hundreds of millions/year of electricity 
bills
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Case 3: Power Savings

• Contract and expand the physical network 
according to the traffic volume
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Case 3: Power Savings

• Contract and expand the physical network 
according to the traffic volume
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Case 3: Power Savings

• Contract and expand the physical network 
according to the traffic volume
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Virtual Router Migration: the Challenges

1. Migrating an entire virtual router instance

2. Minimize disruption

3. Link migration
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Virtual Router Migration: the Challenges

1. Migrating an entire virtual router instance

2. Minimize disruption

3. Link migration
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VROOM Architecture

Dynamic Interface Binding

Data-Plane Hypervisor
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 Key idea: separate the migration of control 
and data planes

1. Migrate the control plane

2. Clone the data plane

3. Migrate the links

VROOM’s Migration Process



 Leverage virtual server migration techniques

 Router image

Memory
 1st stage: iterative pre-copy

 2nd stage: stall-and-copy (when the control plane is 
“frozen”)
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Control-Plane Migration



 Leverage virtual server migration techniques

 Router image

Memory
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Control-Plane Migration

Physical router A

Physical router B

DP

CP



 Clone the data plane by repopulation
 Enable migration across different data planes

 Eliminate synchronization issue of control & data 
planes
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Data-Plane Cloning

Physical router A

Physical router B

CP

DP-old

DP-newDP-new



Data-plane cloning takes time
 Installing 250k routes takes over 20 seconds*

 The control & old data planes need to be kept 
“online”

 Solution: redirect routing messages through 
tunnels
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Remote Control Plane

*: P. Francios, et. al., Achieving sub-second IGP convergence in large IP networks, 
ACM SIGCOMM CCR, no. 3, 2005.

Physical router A

Physical router B

CP

DP-old

DP-new



Data-plane cloning takes time
 Installing 250k routes takes over 20 seconds*

 The control & old data planes need to be kept 
“online”

 Solution: redirect routing messages through 
tunnels
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Remote Control Plane

*: P. Francios, et. al., Achieving sub-second IGP convergence in large IP networks, 
ACM SIGCOMM CCR, no. 3, 2005.

Physical router A

Physical router B

CP

DP-old

DP-new



Data-plane cloning takes time
 Installing 250k routes takes over 20 seconds*

 The control & old data planes need to be kept 
“online”

 Solution: redirect routing messages through 
tunnels
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Remote Control Plane

*: P. Francios, et. al., Achieving sub-second IGP convergence in large IP networks, 
ACM SIGCOMM CCR, no. 3, 2005.

Physical router A

Physical router B

CP

DP-old

DP-new



At the end of data-plane cloning, both data 
planes are ready to forward traffic
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Double Data Planes

CP

DP-old

DP-new



With the double data planes, links can be 
migrated independently
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Asynchronous Link Migration

A

CP

DP-old

DP-new

B



 Control plane: OpenVZ + Quagga

Data plane: two prototypes
 Software-based data plane (SD): Linux kernel

Hardware-based data plane (HD): NetFPGA

Why two prototypes?
 To validate the data-plane hypervisor design (e.g., 

migration between SD and HD)
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Prototype Implementation



底层物理网络

虚拟网络1

虚拟网络2

通过虚拟化技术，将部分底层物理网络资源（如路由
器、链路等）连接成虚拟网络，从而为用户提供符合
其要求的网络服务

网络虚拟化服务提供
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面临的挑战
支持虚拟化的高效资源管理机制

纵向资源管理
• 如何高效地动态 分配资源(带宽等)来满足全局需求

横向资源管理
• 如何管理租用 的资源为用户提供端到端 服务
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7. Designs for Scale

How to deal with large numbers (millions) of 
entities in a system?

 IP devices in the internet (0.5 billion)

 users in P2P network (millions)

More generally:

 are there advantages to large scale?
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scale: with 500 million 
destinations:

 can’t store all dest’s in 
routing tables!

 routing table exchange 

would swamp links!

administrative autonomy
 internet = network of 

networks

 each network admin may 
want to control routing in its 
own network

Dealing With Scale: Hierarchical Routing
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Hierarchical Routing

 aggregate routers into 
regions, “autonomous 
systems” (AS)

 routers in same AS run 
same routing protocol
 “intra-AS” routing

protocol

 routers in different AS 
can run different intra-
AS routing protocol

 special routers in AS

 run intra-AS routing 
protocol with all other 
routers in AS

 also responsible for 
routing to destinations 
outside AS

 run inter-AS routing
protocol with other 
gateway routers

gateway routers
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Intra-AS and Inter-AS routing

Gateways:
•perform inter-AS 
routing amongst 
themselves
•perform intra-AS 
routing with other 
routers in their 
AS

inter-AS, intra-AS 
routing in 

gateway A.c

network layer

link layer

physical layer

a

b

b

a
aC

A

B
d

A.a

A.c

C.b
B.a

c

b

c
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Intra-AS and Inter-AS routing

Host 
h2

a

b

b

a
aC

A

B
d c

A.a

A.c

C.b
B.a

c

b

Host
h1

Intra-AS routing
within AS A

Inter-AS
routing

between 
A and B

Intra-AS routing
within AS B



Hierarchical OSPF
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BGP Confederations

AS 65501

AS 65502

AS 65503 AS 65504

AS 65500

AS 1

From the outside, this looks like AS 1

Confederation eBGP (between member ASes) preserves 

LOCAL_PREF, MED, and BGP NEXTHOP
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Dealing with scale: addressing

0network host

10 network host

110 network host

1110 multicast address

A

B

C

D

class

1.0.0.0 to
127.255.255.255

128.0.0.0 to
191.255.255.255

192.0.0.0 to
223.255.255.255

224.0.0.0 to
239.255.255.255

32 bits

Old-fashioned “class-full” addressing:
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IP addressing: CIDR

 classful addressing: 
 inefficient use of address space, address space exhaustion

 e.g., class B net allocated enough addresses for 65K hosts, 
even if only 2K hosts in that network

 CIDR: Classless InterDomain Routing
 network portion of address of arbitrary length

 address format: a.b.c.d/x, where x is # bits in network 
portion of address

11001000  00010111 00010000  00000000

network
part

host
part

200.23.16.0/23
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IP addresses: how to get one?

Q: How does network get network part of IP 
addr?

A: gets allocated portion of its provider ISP’s 
address space

ISP's block          11001000  00010111  00010000  00000000    200.23.16.0/20 

Organization 0    11001000  00010111  00010000  00000000    200.23.16.0/23 

Organization 1    11001000  00010111  00010010  00000000    200.23.18.0/23 

Organization 2    11001000  00010111  00010100  00000000    200.23.20.0/23 

...                                          …..                                   ….                ….

Organization 7    11001000  00010111  00011110  00000000    200.23.30.0/23
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Hierarchical addressing: route aggregation

“Send me anything
with addresses 
beginning 
200.23.16.0/20”

200.23.16.0/23

200.23.18.0/23

200.23.30.0/23

Fly-By-Night-ISP

Organization 0

Organization 7
Internet

Organization 1

ISPs-R-Us
“Send me anything
with addresses 
beginning 
199.31.0.0/16”

200.23.20.0/23
Organization 2

...

...

Hierarchical addressing allows efficient advertisement of routing 
information:
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Hierarchical addressing: more specific 
routes

ISPs-R-Us has a more specific route to Organization 1

“Send me anything
with addresses 
beginning 
200.23.16.0/20”

200.23.16.0/23

200.23.18.0/23

200.23.30.0/23

Fly-By-Night-ISP

Organization 0

Organization 7
Internet

Organization 1

ISPs-R-Us
“Send me anything
with addresses 
beginning 199.31.0.0/16
or 200.23.18.0/23”

200.23.20.0/23
Organization 2

...

...
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Hierarchical IP addressing: more 
specific routes

 multiple advertised 
routes could hold 
destination

200.23.16.0/20
200.23.18.0/23

both hold 200.23.18.7

 always route to 
more specific
destination (longest 
prefix match)

“Send me anything
with addresses 
beginning 
200.23.16.0/20”Fly-By-Night-ISP

Internet

ISPs-R-Us
“Send me anything
with addresses 
beginning 199.31.0.0/16
or 200.23.18.0/23”
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Dealing with Scale

Question: what are the advantages that come with 
large scale?

 take advantage of having to do similar things for others 
(caching), thinking P2P

 fault tolerance: 
large number of servers
we have redundancy; multiple routes between sites

 metcalfe’s law: “value” of a network is proportional to square 
of number of things connected (bigger is better)

 law of large numbers: can allocate resources based on 
average aggregate usage rather than peak

 denial of service: size/replication makes it harder to attack.  
More generally, a system with replicated components is more 
survivable. Remember SOS
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8. Layering as optimization decomposition

Layered protocol stack
 Architecture determines functionality allocation

 Modularization: who does what 

 How to connect or coordinate them

application

transport

network

link

physical

Does the part of task specific to the particular 
applications

Provide reliable end-to-end transmission, congestion 
control

Provide end-to-end path between two end 
nodes(routing)

Provide reliable point-to-point transmission, channel 
access

Provide a link for transmitting bits between two nodes
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Each layer
 Controls of a subset of decision variables

 Hides the complexity of the layer below

 Provides well defined services to the layer 
above

S
D

application

transport

network

link

physical
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 Each layer is designed separately and 
evolves asynchronously

Manage complexity, justified by the success 
of communication networks

application

transport

network

link

physical

Does the part of task specific to the particular 
applications

Provide reliable end-to-end transmission, congestion 
control

Provide end-to-end path between two end 
nodes(routing)

Provide reliable point-to-point transmission, channel 
access

Provide a link for transmitting bits between two nodes

Function
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 Each layer optimizes certain objectives

application

transport

network

link

physical

Minimize response time (web layout)…

Maximize utility (TCP/AQM)

Minimize path cost (IP)

Maximize throughput, …

Minimize SINR, maximize capacities, …

Optimize objects
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Utility

Which utility? (function of rate, useful 
information, delay, energy...)
 1. Reverse engineering: TCP maximizes utilities

 2a. Behavioral model: user satisfaction

 2b. Traffic model: traffic elasticity

 3a. Economics: resource allocation efficiency

 3b. Economics: different utility functions lead 
to different fairness

Us(xs)

xs

example utility
function for elastic 
application
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 Each layer is abstracted as an optimization 
problem 

 Operation of a layer is a distributed solution 

 Results of one problem (layer) are parameters of 
others 

 Operate at different timescales

0
( )

 

            

i i
x

i

Max U x

subj to Rx c

c X(p)








application

transport

network

link

physical

Application: utility

IP: routing

Link: scheduling

Phy: power
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 Layering is important foundation for 
networking

 But there is little quantitative understanding 
to guide a systematic process of designing 
layered protocol stack
How to or how not to modularize (and connect)?

How to achieve distributed control ?

How to explicitly characterize and trade off 
design objectives, such as stability, performance, 
scalability and robustness, etc? 

 ……
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Layering as optimization decomposition

application

transport

network

link

physical

- To integrate various protocol layers 
into a unified framework, by regarding 
them as distributed computation over 
the network to solve some global 
optimization problem

- Different layers carry out distributed 
computation on different subsets of 
the decision variables using local 
information to achieve individual 
optimality

- Taken together, these local algorithms 
achieve a global optimality
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Another optimization example:

C

PF
SG

PG
SF

SmallForward

PowerForward

Center

ShootingGuard

PointGuard Chip out 

Three point

Hook shot

Rebound 

Slamdunk 

Get more points !

Ability: 
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 Motivation: utility maximization provides a general 
framework for understanding TCP--distributed 
primal-dual algorithm over the network to maximize 
aggregate utility (Kelly ’98, Low ’99, ’03)

0
( )

 

            

i i
x

i

Max U x

subj to Rx c

c X(p)








application

transport

network

link

physical

Application: utility

IP: routing

Link: scheduling

Phy: power

General framework: utility maximization
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 Objective function: What the end-users and network 
provider care about (i.e., user utility & network cost)

 Constraints: Physical and economic restrictions 

 Variables: Under the control of this design 

 Constants: Beyond the control of this design

0
( )

 

            

i i
x

i

Max U x

subj to Rx c

c X(p)








application

transport

network

link

physical

Application: utility

IP: routing

Link: scheduling

Phy: power

General framework: utility maximization
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Layering as optimization decomposition

 Network: generalized NUM 

 Layers: sub-problems 

 Interface: functions of primal/dual variables 

 Layering: decomposition methods

application

transport

network

link

physical

- Different vertical decompositions are mapped 
to different layering schemes

- Horizontal decomposition can be further 
carried out within one layer into distributed 
computation and control over geographically 
disparate network elements
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Layering as optimization decomposition

Layer 5: application

Layer 4: transport

Layer 3: network

Layer 2: link

Layer 1: physical
C1

Layer 5: application

Layer 4: transport

Layer 3: network

Layer 2: link

Layer 1: physical
C2

1cx
2cx

By adjust source rate

Horizontal decomposition

Vertical decomposition
By different symbiosis of layers

Different
decompositions
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Lagrange relaxation and dual

A

B

C

D

E

F

(C,t)

?

ijt b

 Some problem is hard to solve due to 
complex restrictions 

Example1:Shortest Path problem is simple but 
Shortest Path problem with time requirement 
is NP-hard  

{ }

. . ( , )

ij

ij

Min c

s t c P A F



complex restrictions
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Lagrange relaxation and dual
We could get a “bound” of the problem by 

the relaxation and this “bound” is very close 
to the optimization result in most cases.
This “bound” is the optimization result of the dual 
problem which is usually a  simpler problem to solve 
compares to the primal problem.

--<<Convex Optimization>> by Stephen Boyd &Lieven 
Vandenberghe
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Lagrange relaxation and dual

 

Primal:                  

    

   

Lagrange R:         ( )

                             

Lagrange Du

LR

z = Min cx

                         s.t.  Ax b

                                x X

z = Min  cx+ (Ax - b)

s.t.  x X

 







0
al:     ( )LD LRz Max z







Punishment
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promising to serve as a mathematical 
theory of network architecture 
(reverse engineering)
Understand each layer in isolation, assuming 

other layers are designed nearly optimally 

Understand interactions across layers 

Incorporate additional layers 

Ultimate goal: entire protocol stack as 
solving one giant optimization problem, where 
individual layers are solving parts of it

Merits
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 provide a top-down approach to design the 
protocol stack (forward engineering)
Network as an optimizer 

 End-user application utilities (plus network cost) 
as the driver

 Explicitly tradeoff design objectives
• By carefully choosing objective functions

• By different decompositions

• By designing different convergent algorithms

 Transparent interactions between various layers

Optimality in terms of max utility
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Dual decomposition

0

0 0

0 0

Primal:   

Dual:     

              = ( )

i

i

i i
x

i

i i l l li i
p x

i i l i

i i i li l l l
p x

i l l

Max U (x ) subject to Rx c

Min Max U (x ) p c R x

Min Max U x x R p p c



 

 



   
     

   

  
   

  



   

  

horizontal decomposition

linear and additive in R and c
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0

0 0

0 0

Primal:   ,

Dual:      

            = ( )
i

i i
c R x

i

i i l l li i
p c R x

i l

i i i li l l l
p x R c

i l l

Max Max Max U (x ) subject to Rx c  c

Min Max Max Max U (x ) p c R x

Min Max U x x Min R p Max p c



 

 

 

   
     

   

  
   

  



 

  

Dual decomposition
Link IP Transport

Shortest path 
routing

Throughput-maximal 
scheduling

TCP rate
control

Congestion prices coordinate across protocol layers

vertical decomposition
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Design steps

 First formulate a specific NUM problem

 Then devise a modularized and distributed 
solution following a particular 
decomposition

 Finally explore the space of alternative 
decompositions that provide a choice of 
layered protocol stacks and coupling across 
the layers
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Examples

Rate control/routing/scheduling: Chen et al ‘05, Eryilmax et al 
’05, Lin et al ’05, Neely, et al ’05, Chen et al ’06. ……

{
Optimal web layer: Zhu et al ’01

HTTP/TCP: Chang, Liu ’04

TCP: Kelly et al ’98, Low et al ‘99, ……

TCP/IP: Wang et al ’05, ……

TCP/MAC: Chen et al ’05, ……

TCP/power control: Xiao et al ’01,

Chiang ’04, ……

application

transport

network

link

physical
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Some open issues

 Utility design, i.e., how to model the 
user or application needs
 Inelastic traffic 
 Delay sensitive traffic, time-based utility

 Non-convex problems
 Non-concave objective functions 
 Non-convex constraints 

 Stability under delay 
 Issues related to control plane

 Implementation and management complexity 
 Evolvability 
 ……
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End of “Design Principles”!

Goals

 review: different backgrounds

 framework for covering “advanced topics”

 synthesis: deeper understanding; “see the 
forest for the trees”


